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UNITS

• 23 AHUs with volumes
ranging from 1.55 m3/s to
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• Large thermal wheels
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In more detail
International Conference Centre, Wales

With energy saving a priority for such a huge building,
heat recovery was essential and all units had to meet site
leakage testing to standard BS EN 1886.
The AHUs, which were required to serve the main halls,
meeting rooms, kitchens and auditoriums, were mainly
located externally and as such height restrictions had to
be met, along with being saline resistant due to its coastal
environment.
With all the above factors taken into account, along with
consideration for how the units could be transported and
installed, CMB Engineering appointed Barkell to deliver
the 23 air handling units for the new ICC in Wales, an
order worth nearly half a million pounds.

Barkell worked with closely with CMB Engineering to deliver the perfect AHU for each of the applications. With many
revisions to the initial designs, Barkell consulted with CMB Engineering at every step along the way to reach a set of final
approved designs, that were then manufactured at Barkell’s manufacturing plant in the UK. Each unit was delivered and
installed on time and in full, meaning the overall construction plan could continue without any disruption from the air
handling unit installation.
The state-of-the-art new venue has already hosted many prestigious events since it opened in September 2019, from the
three-day UK Space Conference for 2,100 delegates, to the two-day Green Party Conference for 750 delegates and An
Experience with Arnold Schwarzenegger gala dinner for 1,300.

“

With such a large value, complex order we could only consider working with an AHU supplier we trusted in terms
of quality and reliability and also someone we could work with day to day to develop the right design. Barkell
were the perfect partner for this project. We were able to work closely with them during the
development stage due to them being so personable, whilst maintaining professionalism and demonstrating
expertise at every step along the way.

”

Neil Thomson, Operations Manager
CMB Engineering
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